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Biography
Amany Shalaby graduated as an electric engineer from `Ein Shams
University, Cairo, Egypt 1985. She obtained her Post Graduate
Diploma in Islamic Studies from Islamic College of Advancing Studies,
Middlesex University, London, UK in 2002 and her Master’s degree in
Comparative Philosophy of Religions in 2014 from the Islamic College
of Advancing Studies, Middlesex University, London, UK.

Author

Amany works as a translator of Islamic books and teaches in diverse
study circles across the states on Islamic spirituality. Amany is the
author of The Essence of Creation and the forth-coming book of
poetry, Hidden Pearls.
She is a co-founder of Radiant Hands Inc., an organization that helps
single mothers in need, and Nur Corner Institute.

Topics
Dr. Shalaby is available to speak on a wide variety of topics, including:
Finding Abundance At Times of Hardship
There is inner and outer divine abundance available for us at all times.
Yet, these can be difficult to see in times of hardship. Dr. Shalaby teaches
listeners to access tools that are available to all of us at all times to
liberate our spirits/consciousness from being stuck in hardship.

Integrating Sensation, Feelings, Rationality and Imagination to Lead
a Fulfilling Life (continuation of Topic #1)
Our Creator had provided us with everything we need to know reality as it
is and live in accordance with it. Understanding our innate nature leads us
to have knowledge of self and Creator, through the Guidance He provides
us with. Dr. Shalaby helps listeners explore the questions:
1) Why do we experience pleasure and pain?
2) Why do we experience joy and sorrow?
3) Why do we at times make irrational choices?
4) What is the function of our faculty of imagination?
5) How can we integrate and use these faculties to lead a fulfilling life?
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